
Bike Bags and 
Cargo Bike Covers

Handmade 
since 1948



Almost all materials we use come from the EU. We make 
everything by hand in the EU and to a large extent with 
people from the sheltered workshop.

In recent years we have been selling more and more (bike) 
bags made of recycled truck cloth, production waste and 
other used materials.

Our new SoloBag, VarioBag and Backpack are made from 
100% waste of our production of the cargobike canopies 
from Urban Arrow, Babboe, Johnny Loco, Butchers and 
Bicycles and many more brands.

Sustainability

We re-use cut-outs 
for sewing bags from 
that valuable piece.

Our History

Zeilmakerij Clarijs is a traditional family business officially founded in 1948 by 
the brothers Clarijs and started as a saddlery. 

When the demand for leather products decreased, Clarijs started to focus 
more on processing sailcloth and related products.

The company has passed on to the sons and grandchildren and in recent 
years has grown more in production work of, among other things, (bike) bags 
and covers for cargo bikes. Which are now sold in more than 12 countries, 
including Canada and the United States.
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SoloBag

The [Recycled] Solobag
This portable bike bag is made out of production waste 
from our cargo bike rain covers. The materials we use are 
coated acryl and PVC.

Magnatic Dot
to hold the strap 
safely while riding

black

black-grey

black-blue

olive-grey

SoloBags — 5

Size

24 Liter

Distance hooks until bottom 
34cm

Width Depth Height

31cm 19cm 44cm

Multifunctional Water Resistant Bike Bag 
The multifunctional Clarijs SoloBag is ideal for anyone who needs a spacious, 
water resistant bag for on the way to work, school, or other destination. 
The spacious main compartment with inner pocket and reinforced back plate, 
closes with a practical and water resistant roll closure implemented with 
magnetic FIDLOCK buckle.

PVC COATED ACRYLMaterials

black-red



Van Gogh — Sunflower Van Gogh — Almond Blossom Van Gogh — The Potato Eaters

Holland PantherGreen Leaves Passion

BLACK

VAN GOGH
COLLECTION

SoloBags — 7 6 — SoloBags



Fidlock Magnetic Dot

To hold the strap safely while riding.

Inside Orga Pockets

SoloBag 
Features

SoloBags — 9 8 — SoloBags

Magnetic Fidlock closure for fast and 
easy closing.

Pocket made out of mesh fabric for keys, 
phone and other stuff.



The [Recycled] Variobag
This portable bike bag is made out of production waste 
from our cargo bike rain covers. The materials we use are 
coated acryl and PVC.

VarioBag

black

black-red

Multifunctional Water Resistant Bike Bag 
The multifunctional Clarijs VarioBag is ideal for anyone who needs a spacious, 
water resistant bag for on the way to work, school, or other destination. 
The spacious main compartment with inner pocket and reinforced back plate, 
closes with a practical and water resistant roll closure implemented with 
magnetic FIDLOCK buckle.

VarioBags — 11

Size

24 Liter

Width Depth Height

31cm 19cm 40cm
PVC COATED ACRYLMaterials

black-blue

olive-greyblack-grey



Fidlock

Magnetic Fidlock closure for fast and 
easy closing.

Big compartment for your laptop.  
29cm x 35cm

Laptop 
Compartment

Side pockets: 
To put in your water drinking bottle or phone

Back pocket: 
When riding a bike you can use this pocket 
for the shoulder straps. 

Strappockets

VarioBag 
Features

VarioBags — 13 12 — VarioBags



All panniers from this collection are handmade. The lid of 
these bags is equipped with rain flaps to prevent incoming 
rain. Together, the rain flaps and PVC fabric create an extre-
mely water resistant pannier. All panniers have reflection on 
the front and rear for better visibility in dark or misty weather 
circumstances. Both the back and bottom of the panniers 
are reinforced with strong plates made from recycled plastic.
The closures are made of a high-quality flexible material, 
attached to the bag with a flexible PP strap.

Double Pannier

brown

blue

grey

black

red

Double Pannier — 15

Excellent

Materials

camel

Size

40 Liter - L

46 Liter - XL

46 Liter - XXL

Width Depth Height

35cm

40cm

46cm

18cm

18cm

26cm

32cm

32cm

32cm

COATED ACRYL



red

blue  

yellow

matt-sandmatt-black

matt-grey

Unicolor MattUnicolor

azure-blue

orange

black

matt-taupe

Double Pannier — 17

MaterialsMaterials

apple-green matt-olive

+XXL

PVC PVC



Cubes Albero Dots La FleurMaria La Verda SpainGreenleaves

Holland Panther Ladybug Vintage Cerise

Double Pannier — 19

Print Collection

Materials

Passion

Printing All Clarijs prints are digitally printed on Solidskin curtains, 
normally used for trucks. Printed Solidskin curtains with 
special PU-coating are known to possess the best quality 
in the field of printed trucks. 

Thanks to the special PU-coating, the prints last years 
without fading or losing color. The coating controls the 
adhesion of the inks, makes the surface dirt-repellent and 
resistant to UV light. This all contributes to a long term 
preservation of the print.

PVC



Butterfly Ladybug

Dino Lego

Dots Monster Truck

Kids

Retro

All bike bags in this collection are in size S (Junior). This size is specially 
designed for children’s bicycles.

All panniers have reflection on the front and rear for better visibility 
in dark or misty weather circumstances. The bottom of the panniers are 
reinforced with strong plates made from recycled plastic.

Clarijs 
Kids

Double Pannier — 21 20 — Double Pannier

Materials

Sizes Volume

24 Liter - S

Width Depth Height

34cm 14cm 27cm

PVC



Anti-theft Ring

This option provides protection for your pannier 
against theft. It enables the use of a padlock.

U-Bracket

The U-Bracket prevents your pannier from making 
contact with your spokes. It also makes your 
pannier extra sturdy.

Only available for the XL & XXL Version.

Square Recess

This extra option enables the use of straps or the 
mounting of a child safety seat on your luggage 
carrier.

Double Pannier — 2322 — Double Pannier

OPTIONALOPTIONAL OPTIONAL

Double Pannier
Features



All Shoppers in this collection are handmade and available 
in sizes L and XL. They are specially tailored to fit exactly in 
our double panniers and are matchable in color, material 
and print.

Shoppers
Excellent

Unicolors

Print Collection

azure blue

holland

blue black

matt-olive

passion

red

matt sand

la fleur

brown

pink yellow red

camel

dark-blue

panther

grey

matt-taupe

Shoppers — 25

Size

20 Liter - L

23 Liter - XL

Width Depth Height

30cm

34cm

15cm

15cm

36cm

36cm



black

black

FrontBag
FrontBag Premium

The Front bag is a handmade multi-
functional bike bag, specially made 
for handlebar racks. It has handles 
attached to the top and comes with a 
detachable shoulder strap, just like the 
Clarijs Solobag. This makes the bag 

FrontBag — 2726 — FrontBag

very handy for multiple purposes. The closure system 
of the Front bag is implemented with a magnetic strap, 
which makes it incredibly easy to open and close, 
perfectly fitted for doing groceries or shopping. The 
bottom and sides are reinforced with recycled plastic 
plates for extra sturdiness.

Besides our normal FrontBag, the Premium has a hard 
bottom of 17cm height. It also comes with a big pocket 
inside.

Materials

Sizes

RIVERTEX® PVC COATED ACRYLIC

Volume

61 Liter

Width Depth Height

40cm 29cm 53cm

Materials

Sizes

RIVERTEX® PVC COATED ACRYLIC

Volume

38 Liter

Width Depth Height

41cm 30cm 31cm



SideWalkers — 29

black

28 — LongtailBag

LongtailBag

This bag is specially made for a longtail bike. This model is 
universal and fits on almost every longtail luggage carrier.

Materials

Sizes

RIVERTEX® PVC COATED ACRYLIC

Volume

43 Liter

Width Depth Height

58cm (top)
54cm (bottom)

20cm 40cm



Cargo Bike
Covers

Cargo Bike Covers — 31

matt-sand

matt-grey

excellent-red

matt-olive

excellent-blue

matt-taupe

The Sidewalker is a simple portable bike 
bag, perfectly fit for going to work or 
school with your bike. On the backside 
there are two hooks attached which 
make it incredibley easy to detach the 

SideWalkers

back from your luggage carrier and 
super easy to click it on again. 
The Sidewalker is available in two 
different materials, PVC Bisonyl and 
Excellent (coated acrylic)

Materials

Sizes Volume

18 Liter

Width Depth Height

34cm 15cm 36cm

COATED ACRYLICPVC



Clarijs designed the original cargo bike cover for these 
cargo bikes in 2001.

This rain-tent is equipped with one zipper on each side 
along the windows. The zippers enable the window to 
be taken down in nice weather circumstances or when 
loading the cargo area. This system allows the cover to 
always remain on the cargo bike. 

The Cabrio rain covers are available in three different sizes: 
Short, Long and Long-high.

Bakfiets.nl
Cabrio

matt-sand matt-olive

camel

black

red

matt-taupe
grey

blue

brown

matt-grey

Excellent PVC
Bakfiets.nl — 33



Clarijs designed the original cargo bike cover for these 
cargo bikes in 2001. 

This improved version of the Clarijs box cover has a batten 
in the middle which creates a bulge and prevents water 
from remaining on the cover. 

The 2.0 Cover is available in two different sizes, 
Short and Long.

Bakfiets.nl
Box Cover 2.0

matt-olive

brown

camel

matt-black

red

matt-sand

black

blue

matt-grey

grey

matt-taupe

Bakfiets.nl — 35

Excellent PVC



Clarijs designed the original cargo bike cover for these 
cargo bikes in 2001. 

Unlike the Cabrio model, the UP version is equipped with 
two zippers on each side, which enables the window to be 
rolled UP in nice weather circumstances or when loading 
the cargo area. This system allows the cover to always 
remain on the cargo bike. 

The UP rain covers are available in three different sizes: 
Short, Long and Long-high.

Bakfiets.nl
UP

blue camel

matt-olive

matt-sand

matt-grey

redblack

matt-taupe

browngrey

PVC Excellent
Bakfiets.nl — 37



Cube

Materials

Materials

Bullit Madjax
This rain cover is specially designed for 
the Bullit cargo bike with wooden Mad-
jax box. The cover has two zippers on 
each side, that enable the side windows 
to be rolled up in nice weather 

These cargo bike covers are specially 
designed for the CUBE Cargo Hybrid. 
The CUBE covers are available in two 
different sizes, one model enables the 

Cargo Bike Covers — 3938 — Cargo Bike Covers

circumstances or when loading the 
cargo area. The panorama rooftop 
creates a cool look and a wonderful 
riding experience for the kids.

use of a CUBE child seat, the second 
model is designed for the CUBE Cargo 
Hybrid without child seat.

Raincover for the original 
Bullit Sidepanel coming soon.



black

Vogue Carry 3

This rain cover is specially designed for the Vogue Carry 3 
cargo bike, also known as the Vogue Carry Deluxe.

The cover has two zippers on each side, that enable the side 
windows to be rolled up in nice weather circumstances or 
when loading the cargo area. The back of the cover is ope-
nable with Velcro for more interaction with the kids and more 
oxygen circulation.

black

Cargo Bike Covers — 41

Materials

Vogue Troy

This rain cover is specially designed for the Vogue Troy 
cargo bike. The cover has two zippers on each side, that 
enable the side windows to be rolled up in nice weather 
circumstances or when loading the cargo area. 
The back of the cover is openable with Velcro for more 
interaction with the kids and more oxygen circulation.

Materials



Nihola 
Rain Cover red black

matt-sand matt-black

matt-olive matt-grey

camel brownblue

Nihola — 43

PVC Excellent

This cover is specially designed for the Nihola Family (Dog).
The practical aspect about the Clarijs covers for Nihola, 
there is no mounting material needed, everything you need 
is already attached onto the box and cover.

The cover is equipped with one zipper on each side, that 
enables the front window to be rolled up in nice weather 
circumstances or when loading the cargo area.

The back of the cover is openable with Velcro for more 
interaction with the kids, less headwind when opening the 
front window and more oxygen circulation.



Nihola 
Box Cover

matt-sand

matt-olive

red

matt-grey matt-taupe

red blackbrowngrey

camel blue

Nihola — 45

All Nihola covers are available in PVC or Excellent (acrylic). 
We also supply the rain cover frames.

This cover is specially designed for the Nihola Family (Dog).

The practical aspect about the Clarijs covers for Nihola, 
there is no mounting material needed, everything you need 
is already attached onto the box and cover.

ExcellentPVC



Materials — 47

Our Materials

Coated Acrylic

A very strong coated acrylic fabric, which is also used for 
water sports and is therefore even resistant to saltwater. This 
fabric has two different coatings, a water resistant coating 
and a special UV coating. The UV coating ensures that the 
material does not lose it’s color, even after years the color 
remains intact.

This material is produced in the EU (Spain) from solution dyed 
acrylic yarn with a very high color fastness. A really beautiful 
product with a very chic look.

PVC

Bisonyl PVC fabric, also used for the coating of trucks. 
The fabric is incredibly strong, water resistant, colorfast 
and resistant to extreme heat and cold.

Rivertex®
A woven nylon with a special PVC coating. This material is 
flexible, strong and of course completely water resistant. 
The cover is equipped with high quality water resistant 
zippers, with a 10mm thickness.




